Meriden Parish Council

The Centre of England

Mr D Wigfield
Team Leader – Enforcement, Monitoring and Compliance
Managed Growth and Communities Directorate
Development Management
Council House
Manor Square
Solihull B91 3QB

15th October 2018

cc: Mr J Carpenter
cc: Cllr D Bell

Dear Mr Wigfield
PLANNING APPLICATION PL/2018/02524/MWMAJ
Further to parish notification regarding the above planning application on behalf of
Tarmac – Land South West of Meriden Quarry Cornets End Lane Meriden referred to
as the Banana Field, we comment as follows.
Representatives of Meriden Parish Council attended a site visit and meeting with NRS
Agent Bob Williams on Thursday 11 October 2018. The following items were brought
to the parish council’s attention and discussed:







Advised NRS taken over Tarmac’s interests in Meriden Quarry as of 31-10-18;
Advised that Banana Field has been acquired by NRS for the extraction of
mineral;
Advised NRS have purchased Coleman’s yard and associated land with much
work to do in site clearance and readiness for new plant and buildings;
Advised NRS will be removing all Tarmac’s processing plant to enable site
extraction of mineral below and above surface;
Advised that SMBC are in discussion with Landowner, Agent and NRS
representatives and are fully aware of NRS future planning for Meriden Quarry;
Advised that NRS will be the major operator for extraction, recycling, processing
and restoration works;
Concerns of rapid growth that NRS are committed to and their infrastructure to
carry out the conditions of licence and permits across Meriden Quarry sites; we
raise this as consideration should be given to the many applications that will be
in process on behalf of NRS and should not be dealt with in isolation given the
transfer of Tarmac operations.

1. There is a potential for finds on the Banana Field site of archaeological interest; will
a geophysical survey be carried out prior to commencement of works?

3. Regulations of a quarry site falls outside the remit of the EA.
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2. Dewatering of site? There are new regulations implemented and the assumption is
a new licence will be required for this purpose? (Tarmac has a licence in place but
not relevant to this field as there is no abstraction within the last 7 years).
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Will an environmental permit be put in place for import of soil for acoustic and internal
bunds etc? Please refer to Pollution Prevention in the Environmental documentation.
4. Creation of access/conveyor corridor; new conveyor to meet up with existing to
transport extracted material to processing plant. If NRS are taking over Tarmac and
removing all old processing equipment ready for the extraction of the Tarmac site
where and how will extracted material be processed? Are we to believe the old
defunct Tarmac conveyor system will be reinstated for this purpose? Potential
increase in noise nuisance additional to processing plant.
5. Tarmac estimated extraction would take approximately 18 months; as NRS have
acquired Tarmac interests and will now be extracting the site there are concerns
surrounding the timeline that NRS will be extracting to? As NRS will be extracting
additional material from the site is 18 months realistic?
6. The PAS states that Tarmac’s environmental systems will be in place but with the
transfer to NRS how is this to be managed? Effectively Tarmac will no longer have
a presence on Meriden Quarry sites.
7. Wheel Wash; as all plant and equipment is to be removed from Tarmac will a new
wheel wash be in place prior to commencement of extraction?
8. Road Sweeping; there was a partnership between quarry operators to maintain
Cornets End Lane in a good condition including site entrances removing any carry
out from vehicles entering onto the public highway. With the removal of Tarmac and
Coleman, how will the sustainability of highway maintenance be managed by NRS?
9. Currently Tarmac have a 106 agreement in place for highway maintenance of
Cornets End Lane; will this 106 commitment pass to NRS to sustain the maintenance
of Cornets End Lane? The 106 agreement is relevant to the existing Tarmac site
however the Banana Field is described as an extension to the original planning
permission.
10. Section 6.5 of the PAS suggests “no changes to the plant site or arrangement are
proposed in relation to the south west extension development”. From our site visit
last week we are aware all existing processing plant is to be removed therefore is
new plant expected to be sited on the Banana Field?
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12. Review item 6.7 Output and Traffic Movements; concerns regarding vehicle
numbers that we feel cannot be dealt with in isolation as a collective number of quarry
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11. Page 16 of the PAS refers to an Acoustic Fence instead of any boundary bunds due
to increasing the footprint of the site. Will NRS adopt the Tarmac noise mitigation
measures as detailed in item 8.2.5 Noise page 40 of SLR Consulting Limited
document? There appears to be a conflict between PAS and SLR documentation.
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and haulier vehicles will impact on local highway networks including the onset of HS2
construction which it was intimated NRS is preparing for and SMBC is aware of.
From discussion and information shared between operators and representatives of
parish councils at Quarry Liaison meetings, it is known that Coleman and Tarmac
operators have not been working at full capacity of their licence conditions for several
years; therefore an increase in traffic volumes is likely to have an impact.
13. Review Noise and Dust Management due to transfer of processing from Tarmac to
NRS. During our site visit last week obvious dust emissions were witnessed from
the various plant processes within all quarry operations. We have a situation where
potentially dust will be emitted from site clearance of Tarmac plant and extraction of
said sites; site clearance, building, extraction and processing plant from ex Coleman
site; A & A remain in situ; the mortar and batching plant remains in situ; the new
planning application for Cemex Recycling plant; the new Biomass Wood Burning &
Open Windrow Plant; and new Banana Field extraction including
conveyor/hopper/processing plant. In addition Area G with its numerous processes
in operation and the additional application for Arden Wood Shavings to move their
sawdust plant onto Area G.
We met with you on 4th September 2018 to clarify various planning permissions, ROMPs,
variations of conditions, change of use, applied to all new planning applications
submitted. You mentioned that existing planning permission for processing/recycling
plant is usually covered in the licence/permit that has previously been granted for the
land in question irrespective of ownership or operator. We therefore find ourselves in a
situation where A & A and NRS have significant additional operations. For example A &
A applied for a planning permission for a wood recycling plant; this was read as “one
recycling processing plant” and shown on the original drawings as one plant. This
manifests now into six processing plants across the site? You did say that as long as the
plant was mobile and within the footprint of the planning application, there is no limit.
How is it possible to restrict the number of processing plants on individual sites? If there
are no regulations to restrict the number then can this be imposed via planning conditions
for individual operators to adhere?
It is appreciated that some of the content above reflects the wider Meriden Quarry
however it should be noted that collectively existing and new quarry operations
significantly impact on the health and wellbeing of local residents and the Meriden Parish.
Therefore we ask that planning applications are not dealt with in isolation as the Meriden
and Berkswell Quarry operations continue to develop and increase in size and volume
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Yours sincerely

